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cause the armature to drop and rub upon the lower field poles.
To overcome these difficulties a bronze shell with a very thin inner
sleeve of babbitt or merely a tinned surface has come into rather
general favor.
The problem of suitable lubrication has also proved a vexing
one for many years. Grease was generally used at first as a
lubricant through the agency of separate grease cups first tapped
into the bearing shell and later cast integrally with the motor
frame. Recently the use of oil in a journal packed with waste
similar to that in the truck journal has been used very extensively,
the capillary action of the oil in the waste being depended upon
to supply lubricant to the axle.
In the attempt to provide more power in a given space the ven-
tilation of the motor has been studied to advantage recently.
Forced ventilation has occasionally been resorted to, but this adds
expense and complication to the equipment. Early attempts to
provide ducts of large cross section in the motor through which
air might be forced by the motion of the car resulted in collecting
too much dirt and moisture for the successful operation of tlie
motor. Recently, however, ventilated motors have been fur-
nished with an air intake at right angles with the direction of
motion of the car which prevents this difficulty. The air enters
at the upper and pinion end of the motor and passes between
the field coils, over the surface of the armature, under the commu-
tator, back parallel with the shaft through holes in the armature
laminations and is then forced into the atmosphere by means
of a radial fan. Such ventilation has been claimed to have in-
creased the possible load per motor for a given temperature rise
by 39 per cent, with a relatively large number of stops and 42 per
cent, in service with few stops.
» Whereas numerous types of suspensions were designed and used
with early motors for supporting the motor upon the truck,
the "bar" and "nose77 suspensions are now almost universal.
It is obviously necessary to provide car axle bearings in the frame
of the motor and so to suspend the other side of the motor from
the truck that it may swing about the car axle as a center when
passing over irregularities in the track in order that the gears
may always be kept in mesh. The two suspensions mentioned
above differ only in the manner of supporting this free side of the
motor frame. The "bar" suspension has a bar or yoke bolted
to the frame of the motor which is spring -supported from the truck,
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